We believe that healthcare should be part of the fabric of our cities. Healthcare design nowadays is mostly aseptic spaces, an impersonal even alienating atmosphere where the patients feel unease, because we only focus on physical. We would like to bring it up to help people face themselves and embrace themselves.

We are taking mental health more seriously than before. We have made lots of achievements on physical health, but sometimes mental problems are reason of physical problems. It hurts the inside of people and it reflects on physical. We rehabilitate on our patients' behalf. We take advantage of the "power" of the church in our benefit using the quiet, harmonious and sacred space that the church to help people build up their inner strength, in addition to physical care.
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According to the results of the AJ's annual student survey, over half of the students are suffering from some mental problems or illnesses. In the middle of the students sample the percentage of those students with mental problems is even higher. Students are suffering from some stress-related illness. Richard Waite and Ella Braidwood report"The results of the AJ's annual student survey reveal widespread fears over debt, workloads and practical training and unearths a worrying landscape of stress-related illness." (2003) The top six sources of anxiety of the students are suffering from their mental health in some way: the student loans, the stress of work and life, the pressure of education, etc. which brings widespread fears. The students today feel unprepared and unready to face the future. And to our younger generation. What's worse, they also found out that about 54% of the students (2016) won't seek for help when they are stressed out or have mental health problems.

HERITAGE

We were trying to break down the healthcare with clinic. We are seeking new approaches to reuse it. For example the church, we are seeking new approaches to reuse it. For example the church and the cloister. The north of Spain. Urugu, in San Sebastian, a city in the north of Spain. Our site is located on the fringe where the urban structure meets the topography of Monte Urgull, in San Sebastian, a city in the north of Spain. The body of our facility is relatively compact massing. Size and Massing

The mountain, meanwhile, amiable to sunlight space creation, to create spaces harmonious with the inpatient units form, we were trying to take away some of the smaller volumes away, we created spaces for private healing gardens. By using abat-vent as the primary circulation section 1:300

By using abat-vent as the primary circulation section 1:300

Functional Distribution

Upper levels with sufficient sunlight -- patient and family rooms

Middle levels with sunlight -- entrances and labs

Lower levels with little sunlight -- clinic

Massing Segmentation

We were trying to break down the inpatient units form, we were trying to make those units with efficient sunlight on the mountain, to use efficient sunlight in those units. The sun is the main light source in our facility.

Sunlight Space Creation

Also, we would like to introduce as much natural light as possible. The main idea is to give the impression of small, holiday houses that look over the city, as well as in which spend more time with families, instead of the typical and impersonal patient rooms we all keep insisting in those more humane spaces that we are looking for, we put them in private healing gardens. We were trying to break down the healthcare with clinic. We are seeking new approaches to reuse it. For example the church, we are seeking new approaches to reuse it. For example the church and the cloister.

Heritage history

Another reason to use an abandoned building is that we would like to protect and/or reactivate our history and culture in the city, also with combining the healthcare with it, we are seeking new approaches to reuse it. For example the church, we are seeking new approaches to reuse it. For example the church and the cloister.
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